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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED -100 CLASSIC EXPOSURE DVDs countries to privatise their shrinking water supply. Wall Street investors
We have done our best to pick the best factual information DVDs on
every subject where there is substantial evidence of establishment lies,
cover-ups, corruption, assassinations, fraud etc.
Please check “Top 20 Classic Exposure DVDs” before viewing this list.
DVD n History Is Written By The Victors: Adolf Hitler - The
Greatest Story Never Told - This is a fascinating look at one of the
most lied about periods in history. It has some controversial content to
say the least. This documentary chronicles lots of hidden history about
the rise of Germany from defeat in WWI, communist attempts to take
over Germany, hyper inflation during the Weimar Republic, the Pearl
Harbor conspiracy, Soviet brutality, the root causes of WWII, and much
more. Exceptional detailed suppressed revelations. £10
DVD n Offensive: The Story Of Tony Farrell - Tony Farrell is a
former Senior Intelligence Analyst for South Yorkshire Police. In 2010 he
was fired because he felt compelled by his conscience to tell the truth in
his official reports and state that due to his extensive analysis of 9/11
and the 7/7 London bombings, the greatest terrorist threat to the public
did not come from Islamic extremists but from internal sources within
the US and British establishment. A well put together film, informative,
powerful and at times disturbing. This is his brutally honest story. £10
DVD n All Wars Are Bankers Wars - A stunning history of the
Central Banks and a powerful object lesson in understanding history
and knowing that they have started almost every conflict and funded
both sides with the goals being population reduction, genocide & World
domination. Controlling the DEBT of war in order to not just control the
countries but to totally take EVERYTHING over. Extremely well written,
comprehensive and packed with stunning precise details. £10
DVD n Planet Earth 2012 - An exceptional plethora of information
examining the influence and control of the following:- the New World
Order, Illuminati, Obama, Cameron, USA, EU, UN, CNN, BBC, FOX,
News corp, Murdoch, corporation slavery, population control, vaccines,
starving children, greedy Billion Dollar corporations, child labour, the
corrupt establishment, pop music, media lies, freemasons, propaganda,
Bank bailouts, the War On Terror, the murder of innocent civilians, and
much much more. This DVD is certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n Programming Of Life: Intelligent Design Or Evolution An exploration of microbiology, information science, and the origin of
life. Highlighting the algorithmic informational aspects of all life. There
are millions of real digital computer programs and computers in cells.
This is an exceptionally detailed, yet easy to understand scientific, with
mathematical probabilities, examination into the origin of life that will
leave you in no doubt whatsoever that evolution is simply not possible.
Impossible to ignore truly stunning details. Exceptional. £10
DVD n Third Reich: Operation UFO (Nazi Base In Antarctica) For the first time, the legendary 2006 Russian documentary in its
entirety, fully translated into English. The film explores the historical
mysteries of a Nazi secret base in Antarctica, the 1947 flying saucer
attack on Admiral Byrd's ill-fated 'Operation Highjump' expedition, the
occult origins of Third Reich antigravity engines, flying discs and ancient
Atlantean technologies, Operation Paperclip, the Nazi flying saucer
programme, polar wormholes, visiting ET spaceships. Stunning. £10
DVD n WHY In The World Are They Spraying - This film is the
excellent follow-up to the ground breaking documentary “WHAT In The
World Are They Spraying” (also listed). This film now answers the
important question of “why” it is happening. Get ready to uncover: the
environmental and human health implications of geo-engineering
programmes as weather control is now used by the technocratic elites
for monetary and political power. A must see. £10
DVD n The Pyramid Code - An extensive documentary that explores
the pyramid fields and ancient temples in Egypt as well as ancient
megalithic sites around the world examining sophisticated technology,
matriarchal consciousness, ancient knowledge, secrets in plain sight, a
new chronology, aging the pyramids, more technologically advanced
than today and much more. This really is an alternative view. £10
DVD n Propaganda - This striking English language film from North
Korea portrays the west in the eyes of others, clinically covering
creating ideas & illusions, fear, religion, beware the 1%, rewriting
history, the birth of propaganda, cover ups and omissions, complicity,
censorship, international diplomacy, television, advertising, the cult of
celebrity, distraction, terrorism and the revolution starts now. A very
true examination of western society. Excellent. £10
DVD n Blue Gold - Corporate giants profit by forcing developing

target desalination and mass bulk water export schemes to turn a global
catastrophe into a product. Corrupt governments use water for
economic and political gain, military control of water emerges, and a
new geopolitical map and power structure forms, setting the stage for
world water wars. Exceptionally important detailed information. £10
3 DVD Set n The System - The current system is deliberately failing
us. What are our alternatives? Highly respected UK film maker Grayling
Barraclough toured the country in the autumn of 2011 with a need to
find out what’s wrong with our current system and to find solutions. He
interviewed most of the UK’s prominent truthseekers and freethinkers.
This is a well put together, brilliant, lengthy, extremely detailed, cutting
edge, brutally honest and accurate piece of documentary film making in
7 parts over 3 DVDs. Stunning. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n The Philadelphia Experiment: The Story Behind The
Invisibility Project-A very detailed & thought provoking presentation
investigating the mysterious events of 1943 when it was alleged a Navy
Destroyer Escort vessel at the Philadelphia Naval Yard was made to
disappear for several minutes during an Electronic Camouflage Black Op
Experiment in which the crew either fell ill, went mad or died and in
some cases were propelled into other dimensions inhabited by strange
beings! Includes many revelations that will be new to most people. £10
DVD n Gasland: The Fracking Nightmare - It is now happening all
over the world. Rural landowners receive lucrative offers from huge
energy companies wanting to lease their property. The reason? They
hope to tap into huge natural underground gas reservoirs. However,
we then discover toxic streams, dying farm animals, brutal illnesses,
and kitchen sinks that burst into flames. All water is connected and
some things are more valuable than money. A shocking exposure. £10
DVD n Infinity: The Ultimate Trip - Journey Beyond Death What happens after we pass from this world? Is there a life after this
one? Or do we just disappear forever? These are the questions asked
in this powerful and poignant feature documentary. Many may be
surprised by the answers. Featuring noted experts Gregg Braden,
Dannion Brinkley, Renate Dollinger. Stanislav Grof, John Holland,
Dzogchen Ponlop, Robert Thurman, Alberto Villoldo, Neale Donald
Walsch and Brian Weiss. Mind blowing staggering information. £10
DVD n Spirit Science - is an exceptionally well done animated film
about thoughts, emotions, chakras, vibrational energy, channeling,
communication, keys of our past, alien life, the precession of the
Equinox, real human history, the flower of life, dimensional levels,
secret societies, particle physics, Leonardo Da Vinci, meditation, astral
projection, life after death, sacred geometry, the fruit of life, evolution,
consciousness, the rise of Atlantis, Sumerian records, the Essene
bloodline and lots more. Incredibly easy to follow stunning info. £10
DVD n Cold Fusion: Fire From Water - The greatest scientific
discovery of all time. Incredible as that may seem, extracting energy
from water has already been done. Meet the scientists who prove this
effect in their laboratories and others who are producing working fuel
cells. Hundreds of scientists and engineers world wide are detecting
verified, repeatable, yet unexplainable phenomena that clearly show a
powerful source of energy within water. This is already challenging our
understanding of the very nature of matter. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n The Great Pension Fund Hoax - This stunning four hour
presentation gives comprehensive evidence of total corruption, greed
and fraud within our western governments. Why are we, the people
suffering at the hands of this oligarchical government, while our tax
paid is being used against us? And why does there seem to be no
difference between the private sector and the public one? Because
gov’t owns it all!!! Overwhelming clinical evidence. A must see. £10
DVD n 13 Masonic Secrets - A mind blowing presentation exposing
Freemasonry rituals and many of the darkest secrets of Freemasonry.
Contents include the Ancient Laws of Egypt, The Temple of Isis, the
Twin Pillars of Jachin & Boaz, Passing of the Veil of Isis, the symbolic
Checkered Floors, Anti-Matter, CERN and the world of Jinns, the most
perfect shape, the essence of God, their most sacred tool, the Nexus,
the hallway of doors, alchemical thought, Manipulation of Vibrations,
hidden meanings and much more. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n All Watched Over By Machines - A brilliant series of 3 films
by Adam Curtis about how we have been colonised by the machines we
have built. This is the story of the dream that rose up in the 1990s that
computers could create a new kind of stable world where millions of
individuals would be connected as nodes in cybernetic systems - without
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hierarchy. But the dream of stability would be torn apart and we are
now enveloped in a loveless digital dragnet of ubiquitous surveillance,
flash crashes and way too much information. Astounding. £10
DVD n Unsolved Mysteries, Giants & Out of Place Artifacts The marvellous Klaus Dona presents a rare collection of out of place
artifacts and incredible objects detailing why they are contradictory to
widely accepted historical accounts of human civilisation. Some of these
objects and statuettes are millions of years old. some of them display
other unique properties that place them in an unknown category.
Where do they come from and who made them? Incredible. £10
DVD n Ring Of Power: Monkey Blood - Discover the startling new
evidence about our human origins. If you have Rh positive blood like
85% of the world's population, that means you have a monkey gene
that can be traced to the Rhesus monkey. Ancient civilizations
documented the arrival of "gods" from the sky who created humans in
their own image. Since humans have 98% of the same DNA as chimps,
did ancient astronauts donate the other 2%? Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n Future Technology From The Past - The discovery of
single atom monatomic elements may have opened the door to limitless
free energy, a cure for AIDS and cancer, longevity, faster-than-light
speeds, antigravity and much more, perhaps even inter-dimensional
and time travel. Several scholars have linked this amazing discovery to
the mythology and legends of the far distant past, especially in ancient
Mesopotamia. This monatomic matter is found in virtually everything
including the food we eat & the water we drink. Stunning. £10
DVD n Remote Viewing Aliens And UFOs - Jim Marrs has
previously written extensively about government projects to establish
remote viewing groups. An intriguing side to this psychic spying project
is that many remote viewers have made discoveries regarding UFOs
and extraterrestrials. Marrs will detail some of the amazing findings that
top remote viewers have recovered. When someone with such
credibility as Jim Marrs examines remote viewing we have to take
notice. Lots of staggering revelations. Certainly mind expanding. £10
DVD n How They Fake Terrorism: Manufactured Fear - This film
details how our governments uses terrorism to scare us into giving up
our freedom and how they work on the psyche of our society to keep
us in a state of fear and distrust. Terrorism is a word created to label
anyone against the agenda of the new world order. The FBI or CIA are
almost always involved giving the explosives, intelligence or weapons. A
powerful presentation that is not to be missed. £10
DVD n Messengers Of Destiny: The Mexican UFO Wave - An
amazing extremely rare classic UFO documentary which details The
Mexican UFO wave, during and after the total solar eclipse of 1991
which was, by coincidence, filmed by over 2,000 people. These
recordings document the best recorded series of UFO sightings in
history, yet most news media ignored it! This is indeed a fascinating ride
though the material which is quite unnerving. Highly recommended! £10
DVD n UFO The Greatest Story Ever Denied Part II: Moon
Rising - Uncovering some of NASA’s long kept secrets about the huge
structures on the Moon blurred out by NASA in all the pictures released
to the public. The film shows us enough evidence to know that the
Moon has intelligent life living on it. This is the first time in human history
the Moon is being revealed to you in its Full Natural Colour which makes
it much easier to determine what you are really seeing. Information
which will amaze and astound you. £10
DVD n Colloidal Silver Secrets - The inside scoop on the world’s
most powerful natural antibiotic. In this comprehensive video you’ll learn
secrets of colloidal silver usage never before revealed to the general
public. I am reliably informed that this is the best film available on this
subject. Staggering information that will both astonish and empower
you to boost immunity and increase health and vitality. £10
DVD n Project For The New American Century - This astonishing
film goes in detail through the untold history of The Project for the New
American Century. Exposing how every major war in US history was
based on a complete fraud with video of insiders themselves admitting
it. Plus a massive amount of incredible never seen before historical
footage which exposes all the lies of the past so that you can better
understand the present. This film is a must see. £10
DVD n Human Resources: Social Engineering - Examines in great
detail the exploitation of people under modern hierarchical controlled
systems which are designed to induce a transformation in the freeborn,
natural human beings being programmed into spiritually broken worker
consumer drones. As the gears of this terrible machine turn it leads

directly toward the total enslavement of mankind. Exceptional. £10
DVD n The Hemp Solution: For A Sustainable Future - Explores
the hemp plants (Cannabis Sativa) fascinating history, its thousands of
uses and the economic and cultural forces behind its prohibition. This
highly profitable crop provides paper, textiles, composite materials,
fuel, nutritious protein, valuable oil, building products, cosmetics and a
remarkably useful medicine - if only it were legal. Compelling. £10
DVD n Symbols Of An Alien Sky - Explains how our modern
concepts of society, religion and history were formed. Showing you
celestial spectacles and earth shaking events once remembered around
the world. Archaic symbols of these events still surround us, some as
icons of the world’s great religions. It also explains the origin of myths
across the world. Both fascinating and enthralling. £10
DVD n Don’t Talk To The Police - Insiders explain why you must
never, ever, respond to police questioning. No matter how honest you
are, no matter how innocent you are, no matter how smart or well
trained you are, do not talk to them. Ever. Any solicitor worth his salt
will tell his client in no uncertain terms to make no statement to police
under any circumstances. Truly essential information. £10
3 DVD Set n One Third - Œ One Third Of The Holocaust - Explains in
great detail how Treblinka, Sobibor, and Belzec were not death camps,
thereby debunking 1/3 of the holocaust. • Buchenwald: Psychic
Warfare - Demonising the Nazis with fake atrocity stories of human skin
lampshades etc. Ž Nazi Shrunken Heads: The Lies Which Justify War Explains how media and politicians manipulate the masses to be pro-war
by using myths. Very detailed shocking revelations. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n Britain’s Trillion Pound Horror Story - This exemplary film
explains the full extent of the financial mess the UK is in – an estimated
£4.8 trillion of national debt and counting. With its visionary message
and offer of a bold solution to get the nation’s finances back on track, it
is a most direct, frank and downright refreshing account of “the state
we’re in”. Simply brilliant, terrifying and inspiring all at once. £10
DVD n Enemy Of The State - An in depth examination of the gov’t
and media manipulation of an unwitting public, and plans that have
been laid out through legislation that pave the way for the elimination
of many, if not all, of our most basic rights. Panics, orchestrated crises,
media hype and propaganda have been used in the name of protecting
(controlling) the people for generations. Eye opening. £10
DVD n Cancer: The Forbidden Cures - Cancer is the only disease
that has been defeated dozens of times without anyone knowing about
it. From Essiac to shark cartilage, from mistletoe to the most recent
anti-fungal therapies, and many other remedies in between, there are
several different methods of curing cancer whose effectiveness seems
beyond any reasonable doubt. This new film is truly empowering and it
could well be a life changing experience. £10
DVD n The Energies Of Love - This powerful energy programme
attunes you not only to the psychology of relationship but to the
energies of relationship. The energies of relationship are an invisible
hand that leaves two people happy or miserable, frustrated or content.
They are at play in all relationships. Learn how to tune into and work
with these energies to improve all of your important relationships. £10
DVD n The Marketing of Madness: Are We All Insane? - This is
the definitive expose of the psychiatric £80 billion psychotropic drugging
industry based on fake science. No supposed mental disorder listed can
be objectively measured by pathological tests. Totally damning. £10
DVD n The Anglo Saxon Mission - In January 2010 the respected
Bill Ryan received 11 pages of information from an insider who was
present at a meeting of Senior Masons in the City of London in 2005.
What was discussed is chilling to the bone. This is a plan so evil, so
racist, so diabolical, so huge, that it almost defies belief. But it all aligns
with what many commentators, researchers and whistle blowing insiders
have been identifying for some years now. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n The Committee Of 300 - A remarkable presentation by the
The infamous historian Dr John Coleman.Many years ago he researched
in full scope the sinister forces behind the new world order movement.
This extremely rare video lecture gives a culmination of his findings
about secret societies which form this global movement and how it came
into existence. Stunning. £10
4 DVD Set n Flood Your Body With Oxygen: Human Health and
Disease - Here’s the big secret not taught in medical schools. Disease
can’t live in a rich oxygenated environment and can be eliminated easily
& inexpensively by putting special forms of oxygen (ozone) in water. Mr
Oxygen Ed McCabe offers you more than one hundred years worth of
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European & American research. Revealing practical methods to remove
major causes of human suffering and disease. Stunning. 4 DVDs £15
DVD n Loose Change 4: An American Coup - Examines pivotal,
mysterious and infamous events that reshaped world history, including
the Reichstag Fire in 1933 that catapulted Hitler to dictatorship, to the
Gulf of Tonkin Incident in 1964 that led to the Vietnam War, before
delving into the most significant catastrophe in recent memory, 9/11.
Loaded with powerful new footage and in-depth interviews. £10
DVD n Takeover Of Planet Earth - The long awaited, blockbuster of
an up to date interview with Jordan Maxwell. The picture is not pretty,
the Earth is not controlled by human beings, the human race is currently
being mutated and to put it mildly, we are all in some degree of trouble.
He goes places that he has not spoken about publicly before in any
venue. stating “the reptilians are real” and backing it up. He also talks
about the reality (and return) of the Anunnaki. Staggering details. £10
DVD n Report From Iron Mountain: Blueprint To Tyranny - In
1967 President Johnson ordered that this report be suppressed for all
time. The report concluded that: Lasting peace was not in the interest
of a controlled society. It was necessary to create a state of war for a
stable economy. The gov’t would not exist without war. Foes would
therefore have to be created. Scare the people with reports of alien
life-forms and out of control pollution. Definitely not to be missed. £10
DVD n DVD Everything You Know Is Wrong - Lloyd Pye gives a
remarkable and comprehensive fact based alternative theory of human
origins. Including the many faults and shortcomings with Darwinism, the
false pre human fossil record, the other true upright walking indigenous
primates on Earth, Sasquatch, Yeti, the answer to where we came from
and the ancient Sumerian records. A veritable classic. £10
DVD n Human Devolution: A Vedic Alternative to Darwin's
Theory - Archeologists have found human skeletons, footprints, and
artifacts hundreds of millions of years old. This archaeological evidence
from extreme human antiquity, plus genetic evidence that shows the
remarkable complexity of our biological bodies demonstrate the real
need for an alternative more credible explanation of human origins. £10
DVD n Tesla: Master Of Lightning - Tesla invented the technology
that brought us electricity, remote control, neon & fluorescent lighting,
radio transmission and much more... all the basic inventions that now
connect the world with power & information. This remarkable video is
the first film to tell the FULL incredible story of Tesla’s life and work. £10
DVD n Food Matters - A highly recommended new hard hitting, fact
based expose of the trillion £ worldwide “Sickness Industry”. Proving
that nutritional therapy can be more effective, more economical, less
harmful and less invasive than most conventional medical treatments.
This empowering information will enable you to take control of your
health and reclaim your life. A stunning and very inspiring film. £10
DVD n Suppressed Health Machines - An informative interview &
practical demonstration of both the Violet Ray Machine (Tesla Coil) and
The Dr Royal Raymond Rife Machine. Both machines were originally
made as “cure-all” electrical frequency machines that were suppressed
in the 1930’s by the pharmaceutical industry. Explaining the principles
and demonstrating how these suppressed machines can help you
achieve general well being & greatly benefit the healing process in the
event of injury or illness. You really cannot afford to miss this one. £10
DVD n Secret Society -This is from Duncan Campbell's shocking BBC
video documentary series Secret Society (1987) which shows the four
never broadcasted episodes on covert groups, hidden committees and
secret societies that operate silently within British government. They
thought that they had made damn sure no one would ever discover
who they are and what are they doing. A must see for everyone. £10
DVD n Making A Killing - The untold story of psychotropic drugs - a
riveting tale of total deception without a single cure. Most doctors will
now prescribe mind altering drugs if you’re shy (e.g. SAD Social Anxiety
Disorder), tired, happy, depressed or full of life as each of these normal
human moods is now officially a disease. Also includes a bonus film
“Prescription For Violence” . Overwhelming verified facts. £10
DVD n Wake Up Call - A exceptionally well put together film about
the New World Order, Bilderberg Group, the Federal Reserve, Trilateral
Commission, One World Government, Bohemian Grove, Illuminati, 9-11
Truth,Council on Foreign Relations, Problem-Reaction-Solution, the War
on Terrorism, microchipping, mind control, media manipulation,
education system indoctrination etc. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n The New Biology - Where Mind and Matter Meet This stunning new breakthrough in cellular science shows that the body

is not just a mechanical device. It incorporates the role of a mind &
spirit, which is fundamental in all healing for it recognizes that when we
change our perception or beliefs we send totally different messages to
our cells and reprogram their expression. Remarkable. £10
DVD n Intelligent Design: Unlocking The Mysteries Of Life - An
astonishing documentary clinically examines the scientific case for
intelligent design with the power to revolutionize our understanding of
life and to unlock the mystery of its origin. Supported by state of the
art computer animations and microscopic photography of complex living
systems. It is impossible to ignore the precisely detailed evidence. £10
DVD n Nikola Tesla: The Genius Who Lit The World - Reveals the
discoveries of a genius who was airbrushed from history by the
scientific establishment. Among his discoveries are: alternating current,
fluorescent light, the laser beam, wireless communications, remote
control, wireless transmission of electrical energy, robotics, turbines,
vertical take off aircraft, the radio, power from the sea, solar energy,
cosmic radio waves. Awesome information. £10
DVD n Dead Doctors Don’t Lie - A stunning rare 1996 video of “wit
and wisdom” by the infamous Dr Joel Wallach. You will find “Dead
Doctors Don't Lie” to be the most informative common sense approach
to health and longevity that you have ever come across. Note: not the
same content as the Audio CD of the same name. Exceptional. £10
DVD n The Disclosure Project - One of the most important events
of the 21st Century took place on 9th May 2001. The Disclosure
Project, founded by Dr. Steven Greer, presented the testimony of
dozens of former military and agency employees which collectively
confirms the extraterrestrial presence and the existence of advanced
energy technologies which can completely replace any need for fossil
fuels or ionizing nuclear power plants. Startling knowledge. £10
DVD n Lost Realms - A rare lecture by the infamous and almost
legendary Zecharia Sitchin, the author of “The Earth Chronicles” series
of books. Now you can join this amazing scholar of ancient languages as
he makes a compelling and enthralling scientific and scholarly argument
for ancient E.T. visits to our Earth. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n PSI Spies: Remote Viewing - The infamous Jim Marrs
presents the latest compelling information on some of the greatest
conspiracies prevalent today. Also taking you behind the scenes of the
U.S. Army's formerly top-secret “remote viewing” unit to discover how
the military has used this psychic ability as a tool and a weapon.
Definitely a mind shifting experience. £10
DVD n Peak Oil: Myth Or Reality? - “Oil companies are making
record annual profits not because oil is scarce, but because we believe
it is.” - Ian R. Crane, a retired oilfield executive, gives a well evidenced
presentation of amazing verified facts and substantiated evidence that
will totally astound you and expose the scam of peak oil. £10
DVD n Esoteric Agenda - There is an Elite faction guiding almost
every Political, Economic, and Social Organisation. There is an Esoteric
Agenda behind every facet of life that was once believed to be
disconnected. A rare film which exposes this agenda and covers much
of the "The Big Picture". It really is a fresh film and is a must see. £10
DVD n The New World Order and Codex Alimentarius: The
Future Of Natural Health - With biting political analysis the truly
amazing Ian Crane probes the NWO agenda and their plan to initially
restrict and then prohibit the sale of all natural health products. A well
researched, well evidenced & thoroughly engrossing presentation. £10
DVD n Thunderbolts Of The Gods - Watch this film and in an hour
you will know more than most NASA scientists about the fundamental
force that forms and sustains the universe. It offers remarkably simple
explanations for black holes, dark matter, the electric sun, comets,
planetary scarring and many other mysterious phenomena. This
extraordinary new theory also redefines ancient history. Stunning. £10
DVD n Sacred Geometry - Is the ancient science that explores and
explains the energy patterns that create and unify all things showing
that all life forms emerge out of timeless geometric codes. This film may
very well provide the answers that you have been looking for. £10
DVD n Hoxsey: How Healing Becomes A Crime - Starting in 1924
with one herbal cancer “remedy” clinic, he expanded to 17 states by the
mid 1950s, constantly battling against persecution, harassment, arrests
and bribery by the medical mafia. All that is now left is a clinic in Mexico
which to this day has an 80% success rate. An alarming cover-up. £10
2 DVD Set n The Rise and Fall of a Scientific Genius: The
Forgotten Story Of Royal Raymond Rife - Rife was the San Diego
scientist who demonstrably cured cancer in 1934 only to have this great
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achievement ignored, attacked & then suppressed. The precise level of
hard facts in this film is enhanced by the discovery in 1999 of actual film
& audio tapes of Rife. This information is dynamite! 2 DVD’s £10
DVD n Operation Gladio: Behind False Flag Terrorism - A very
rare copy of a 1992 BBC three programme series, now airbrushed from
the records, exposing a state sponsored terrorist network organisation
operating in Europe - NATO's secret fascist army whose false flag killing
sprees were carried out for the purpose of frightening the national
political classes into adopting U.S. policies. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n Conspiracy Of Silence: Illuminati Paedophiles In
Washington D.C. - This film exposed a network of religious leaders &
politicians who flew children to Washington D.C. for sex orgies. At the
last minute this 1994 documentary was cancelled, after congressmen
threatened the Cable TV industry with restrictive legislation. The film
rights were then purchased and all copies destroyed. While this
salvaged video’s quality is not top grade it is a blockbuster. £10
DVD n The Free Energy Collection - A comprehensive compilation
of almost five hours of films detailing most of the free energy inventions
that have been deliberately ignored by the establishment. Far too many
to even try to list here. Absolutely enthralling and at times stunning
footage that will leave you absolutely amazed and astounded. £10
DVD n Endgame: Blueprint For Global Enslavement - For the
first time crusading film maker Alex Jones reveals all the pieces of the
globalists dark agendas and their secret plan for 80% of humanity’s
extermination. It is not a conspiracy theory, it is documented fact in the
elite’s own words. They really do want you dead. A real shocker. £10
DVD n Ring Of Power: Empire Of The City - This rare film contains
a vast amount of information regarding the New World Order. The
world’s most powerful empire is not the U.S.A. It is an empire that
insiders call “Empire Of The City”. They scammed control of the Bank of
England and the U.S. Federal Reserve, then they found GOD – Gold, Oil
and Drugs. What this very rare film lacks in visual quality it more than
makes up for in awesome information. A must see. £10
DVD n The Secret NASA Transmissions: The Smoking Gun Rare footage of the remarkable “intercepted” NASA Video Transmissions
THEY don't want you to see. Startling evidence that our atmosphere is
orbited by more than mere satellites and shuttles. Visitors are
apparently in abundance and NASA knows all about it. This “historic”
footage and the story that lays behind it is now revealed. £10
DVD n Apollo 11: Post Flight Press Conference - Rare footage of
the glummest press conference in history. This DVD contains the entire
press conference given on 12th August 1969 where Armstrong, Collins
and Aldrin brief the press and answer questions from reporters about
their supposed visit to the moon. No-one in their right mind would ever
believe these men were telling the truth. £10
DVD n Psychiatry: An Industry Of Death - This riveting
documentary blazes the bright light of truth on the brutal pseudo
science and the multi-billion dollar fraud that is psychiatry. Their goal is
to make everyone on the planet dependent on psychotropic drugs
supposedly to control mental disorders that, in reality, do not even
exist. You will be glued to your seats throughout this real shocker. £10
DVD n RFID: Tracking Everything Everywhere - This eye-opening
video lets the viewer in on technology that is in use right now! This
clear, precise & informative presentation gives us the information and
tools we need to be aware of to combat the system that will soon
become the Mark of the Beast. We may be closer than you think! £10
DVD n 9/11 And The British Broadcasting Conspiracy - A
vibrant new well evidenced British documentary focusing on the BBC's
selective and distorted coverage of the events of 9/11 and in particular
giving special attention to the BBC's 'Conspiracy Files' programme (also
included) which aired on BBC 2, February 18th 2007. Eye opening. £10
DVD n Sweet Remedy - Clinically examines how a corporate power
structure controls a corrupt regulatory agency deliberately giving birth
to numerous toxins and blatant poisons in our food supply. Nowadays
maintaining a healthy mind and body is an act of civil disobedience. £10
DVD n Banking With Hitler - Bankers in Allied countries, incl. the
Bank of England, not only lent money to Hitler, even as Germany was
invading Europe and bombing London, but also leaked valuable
intelligence information to the Third Reich directly resulting in the
shedding of Allied blood. £10
DVD n The God Who Wasn’t There - A film beyond belief proving
that Jesus is a fictional character, a legend never based on a real
human and that God Simply isn’t there. Provocative, to put it mildly. £10

DVD n The Century Of The Self - This film bursts your mind right
open, exploding your perceptions of the world we live in. Showing in
detail the financial elite’s subtle techniques of mass control used to
create a new kind of human being enslaved by unconscious desires who
will buy almost anything that they want us to. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n Hoagland’s Mars Vol.1: The NASA-Cydonia Briefings This rare 1.5 hour film of Richard Hoagland’s historic visual presentation
on potential E.T. artefacts discovered on the planet Mars made to
thousands of Government engineers at NASA on 20th March 1990 .
Quite amazing revelations. £10
DVD n BBC Had Prior Knowledge Of 9/11 - Shocking video of
recently recovered footage reveals BBC World News reporting the
collapse of WTC7 23 minutes before it fell. Only problem is WTC7 is still
standing in the background! They’re all so calm - could it be a script. £5
2 DVD Set n Dark Secrets Inside Bohemian Grove/The Order
Of Death - Each year many world leaders don red, black and silver
cloaks where they worship a giant stone owl. In one of the ceremonies
a human being is sacrificed “in effigy” to the owl god. Stunning. The
Order Of Death brings Dark Secrets right up to date. 2 DVD’s £15
DVD n Who Killed The Electric Car - Top speed 80 MPH, up to 300
miles between charges and NO FUEL COSTS. Yet all of the brand new
General Motors EV-1's were crushed, shredded & then burnt. As all this
happened a few years ago the repercussions are still ongoing now. £10
DVD n Energy Healing - This film shows you simple procedures to
control & raise your energy levels, increase vitality, improve
concentration, focus your brain and control your emotions, and the
best thing is - it all works. £10
DVD n Terrorstorm - A powerful film that pulls back the veil of
history to demonstrate how gov’ts have used ‘False Flag Terror
Operations (incl. 9/11 & 7/7) to start wars against their enemies.
Overwhelming substantiated evidence. £10
DVD n Sweet Misery: A Poisoned World - Exposing the real
dangers of the ‘POISONOUS’ synthetic sugar called 'Aspartame' that is
now in over 9,000 products & not just diet/low calorie products.£10
DVD n The Secret History Of Freemasonry - A masterpiece on
the origins/agenda of the world's powerful secret societies built on lies,
fraud & corpses. An expose of Masonry, the Priory de Sion, the
Illuminati, the Knights Templars & related orders from before the
Crusades to present times. Stunning information. £10
DVD n Fallujah: The Hidden Massacre - Clearly evidencing that
the US and the UK alliance are using illegal chemical weapons - white
phosphorus on thousands of innocent civilians – men, women &
children, an absolute shocker. Everyone should see this film at least
once for ABSOLUTE PROOF that WE are the terrorists. £10
DVD n HIV = AIDS - Fact or Fraud? - Compelling and almost
overwhelming substantiated scientific evidence that HIV is a harmless
virus and does not cause AIDS, that AIDS is not contagious, and that
the only things that cause AIDS are recreational drugs & the 'supposed'
cure AZT, both of which totally destroy the immune system. £10
DVD n Essiac and Cancer - Rare vintage footage of Rene Caisse &
the story of Essiac, a suppressed cancer remedy which is a successful
non-toxic herbal treatment that's been with us since 1922. In 1938
Essiac came within three votes of being legalised by the Ontario
Government as a recognised Cancer Cure in Canada. £10
DVD n 9/11 Eyewitness - Live footage of the Twin Towers and a lot
lot more. See the raw coverage and listen to the eyewitness testimony,
hear the massive explosions at the bases of the towers causing clouds
of dust to rise up from street level ‘before each tower fell’. £10
DVD n Chariots of the Gods - Gives stunning visual proof & physical
evidence that some form of life from outer space landed on earth
centuries ago, what they did here and the influences they left behind.
A mind shifting experience. £10
DVD n Vaccinations: The Hidden Truth - This documentary on the
ineffectiveness of vaccines and their often-harmful side effects, shows
how vaccines are proven to have harmful effects on health & how the
medical profession are systematically lying to people about them. £10
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